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STAR : SIMULATION OF TACTICAL ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES

Samuel H.Parry

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development and i.nitial
results of a mid-resolution combined arms model
to determine both hardware and training.measures
of.effectiveness. One of the primary goals of the
model is to achieve an acceptable level of reso1ution while assuring that the model inputs and
interactions are understood by the military decision maker.
The structure of the model is truly hierarchical
in that i't is not confined to any specific unit
size configuration. The parent-chi1d set structure
of Sn1SCRIPT, coupled with the flexible parametric
terrain mode), provides the required capabi1ities
to rea1ize a hierarchical representati'on. The
level of resolution is prescribed by the combat
function being represented and not by inherent
model structure limitations. For example, if the
stµdy is to evaluate the contri'bution of mobility/
agility to survivability, reso1ution to the element
level is obviously required, possibly in a battalion-level context. On the other hand, if the study
is to evaluate the impact of digital communications
between higher headquarters, it may suffice to play
a company or battalion as the basic element on a
much 1arger battlefield. The results of battalionlevel engagements in the larger context could be
evaluated' by use of the lower hierarchical module.
I tlTRODUC.T I Otl
A significant effort is currently under way at the
i>laval Postgraduate School to develop a combined
arms simulation model to determine both hardware
and training measures of effectiveness. One of the
primary goals of STAR (Simulation of Tactical Alternative Responses) is to achieve an acceptable
level of resolution while assuring that the model
inputs, interactions and outputs are understood by
the military decision-maker. At the present time
three faculty members and nineteen U.S. Army students are involved in various facets of the modeling effort.
The structure of STAR is truly hierarchical in that
it is not confined to any specific unit size configuration. The parent-child set structure of
SIMSCRIPT, coupled with the fl exi bl e parametric
terrain model, provides the required capabilities

to realize a hierarchkal representation. The
The level of resolution is prescribed by the requirements. For example, if the study is to evaluate the contribution of mobility/agility to
survivability, resolution to the element level is
obviously required, possibly in a battalion-level
context. On the other hand, if the study is to
evaluate the impact of digital communications between higher headquarters, it may suffice to play
a company or battalion as the basic element on a
much larger battlefield. The results of battalion-leve.l engagements in the larger context could
be evaluated by use of the lower hierarchical
module.
·
The first study application of STAR will be in
support of the 105/120 mm ammunition stowed load
requirements for the XM-1 tank. Initial production runs for the study will be conducted for a
blue battalion vs a red regiment in December,
1978. This version of STAR will represent all
appropriate ground direct fire units, two-sided
artillery, minefields and smoke.
Upon completion of the Phase I battalion-level
production runs (on a lOxlO km battlefield}, Phase
II will be initiated. The result of Phase II
(April 1979) will be a brigade-level model capable
of representing a blue bri.gade· versus a red division on a battlefield approximately 50x50 km. The
Phase II model will be capable of simulating a
multi-echelon red regimental attack on. multiple
~venue~ of approach in both the Covering Force
Area (CFA) and the Main Battle Area (MBA). Extended dynamic play of ammunition and POL resupply,
as well as a significant enhancement of the tactical representation of battalion engagements, will
result from the Phase II model. In addition,
artillery units will be directly represented on
the battlefield, allowing for specific play of
counterbattery and counter air-defense fires.
Finally, a dynamic air-air defense module is being
developed for the Phase II model. This module
will be capable of representing two-sided air-toair engagements for both fixed wing aircraft and
helicopers. All appropriate red and blue air defense systems will be played in the model.
The remainder of this paper focuses on the Phase II
model, beginning with a brie.f description of
SIMSCRIPT and the motivation for its selection for
~AA.

.
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_STAR ••• Continued.
SIMSCRIPT
The SIMSCRIPT language, level IL5~ was selected .for STAR because the language was designed to
model disc.rate event s.imula·ttons. Because of the
m·any imbedded features of the_ language, ·the programmer is given wide latitude in the constructton
of the event fl ow. The 1anguage is a1so very much
like ~nglish with regard to t~a construction of
commands. This feature., coupled with a Very free
form of syntax, allows tfte code to oe·written in
an eminently readaole manner. An example taken
from a STAR subroutine wfll be shown later and wi:11
niustrate this_point.
The heart of. the imbedded simulation facilities is
the ttmer, wftich ts used with certain structural
cnaractertstics: enttttes, attrtbutes-. sets, and
events. These. factltttes greatly simplify the
process of wrtttng. a simulation program and de_, bugging the code.. Thi:s ts further enhanced by a
-comptler whtcft provides error messages and traceoact<. routines stmtlar to WATFOR and .WATFIV i·n
FORTRAN.
The structure of STAR ~egin-s wi:th_ the concept of
an entity. An entity-ts simply a representation
or model of an ttem. In other simulations an en~
ti'ty might :represent peopl.e watttng itl l tne for
tickets, customers in· a bank, or cars waiting to
Be servtced tn a gas station. In STAR the· basic
entity ts a weapon system representi:ng tanks,
TOWs, artillery pieces, etc. Any of these entities may tie orought into existence by a simple
pftrase which tncludes the name of the entity. for
example, the phrase CREATE A TANK reserves a place
in core for the entity which the programner has
cftosen to call TANK. Associated with the word
TANK is a pointer vari:able which points to 'f'.he lo ..
tatton :fn core where TAt!K ts stored.
It is desirable to associate certain characteriswith entities after they have been ·created.
These characteristics are referre.d to as attributes and are affixed to an entity oy the internal
booRkeepi'ng erocedure.s of SIMSCRIPT (the system) _
or-are placed on. the entity oy the programmer. .
The programmer may wish to give the TANI< a name or
assign a current location. Phrasas such as LET.NAME lTANK} = XMl and LET X. CURRENT (TANK) = 3150
·will accomplish these tasks. Attrtbutes may be
changed oy the prograrrrner as necessary·to reflect.
changes tn characteristics. Moreover, the ·system
will change system-deffoed attri bu.tes as necessary.
~ics

The concept of sets in SH1SCRIPT is very useful ·
when it is necessary to group entities based 011
certain common characteristics or in the construe~
tion of queues. In STAR sets have been ·u~ed ·primarily to portray membership tn organizations.
The set structure. mirrors organizational structure
and enhances the programmer"s aoility to model
unit tactics from a micro to macro level. An en-·
tity may belong to any n·umber of sets and the
entity acquires a mem5~rsflit> attribute which facilitates identification of an entity's unit. For
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example, we might_wish to indicate that a TANK belongs to the red force's first regiment. The
phrase -FILE TANK IN _RED. lST .RGT will accomplish
this task by setting a membership attribute,
M.RED. lST .RGT(TANK), equal to an interger l. In
addi:tion, the entity wi11 have attributes which
·fndi.cate which·entities precede and succeed him in
the set. The. set wi11 have attributes which indicate who the. first and iast members of the set are
and how many members belong to the set. An extremely flexible method of filing allows entities
to be ordered in a set by ranking of certain attributes· or by a- simple first-in first-out basis.
STAR uses the latter system for most applications.
_Currently~ blue force elements are· assigned to.
sections, platoons, companies, and battalions.
Red force elements are assigned to platoons, companies, and battalions, and ·regiments. The set
logic of SIMSCRIPT allows this to be easily ex•
panded to higher level organizations.
Each entity in STAR is modeled to reflect a flow of
activities over time. In particular, each entity
initiates, or undergoe~. search, detection, target
selection, firing or impact. These ftve events are
scheduled dynamically ba?ed on the current tactical
situation or by way of an appropriate probability
distribution. ,T.he nature "Orf events dictate the
appropriate probability distribution. When an event
is ~clieduled for an entity, the SIMSCRIPT timer
makes a record of the time that the event is to
o<;cur (in terms of overall simulated time) and the
entity for which the event has been scheduled.
Other characteristics of the event may be recorded
in a manner similar to the assignment of attributes.
At the appropriate simulated time, the event is executed unless cancelled by some logic provided by
the programmer. For example, the scbeduring of a
fi:re event by a TANK on a BMP could be accomplished
by the phrase: SCHEDULE A FIRE GIVEN TA~K AND Bi~P
IN X SECONDS. This event would be filed in an
event set which contained, among other things, the
·time that the event is to take plaGe, the entities
involved in the event, and the event location with
respect to·other scheduled events. When X seconds
had elapsed from the current simulated tjme, the
event would take place and the consequences of the
logic written in the event routine would be executed. Event routines may in turn generate other
events. FIRE, for example, causes the -~~heduling
of an IMPACT event. IMPACT l,ead$ to the scheduling
_of other DETECT and TARGET.SE~ECT events.
Event routines are supp()rted by a number bf computational subroutines in STAR. Subroutines are
written in both SIMSCRIPT and FORTRAN which has
given the simulation a great de~ 1 Of fl ex.i bi1 ity.
The difficult line-of-sight c~lculations, for example, are accomplished in FORTRAN because the
terrain model was originally written in FORTRAN. It
was this capab·il ity to call FORTRAN subroutines that
made SIMSCRIPT an even more appealing language.
Existing FORTRAN routines could be used with only
minor modifications. Other routines which were more
closely tied' to the entity structure of SIMSCRIPT
were written in that language. The routine that

updates the. list of de.te.cte.d targets for each TAtlK
is written in SI.t1SCRIPT to taka advantage of the
dynamtc dimenstoning capalm itie.s of the. 1anguage
and the pointer variable link listing tecfiniques
available. For large target arrays, these language
features are extremely efficient in reducing core
requirements.
The following is an example of an event routine in
STAR. This particular event initiates search and
is scheduled to occur every 30 seconds for a11 TArlK
entities tn the simulation unless. otherwise aborted.
A listing fa presented fo110~1ed by comments keyed
to the line numbers.
. .SEARCH" ROUT HIE
1 UPOll STEP. TIME (A)
2 DEFINE J' K, Arm A AS UITEGER VARIABLES
3 DEFINE LOSE AS AN HITEGER VARIABLE

4 FOR EACH TANK Ill TANKS WITH COLOR(TANK)
5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2.5
26
27
28

29

30
31

=

RED, DO
IF X.CURREllT(TANK) LE 1500.0 SCHEDULE A
STOP .SIMULATION NOW
ALWAYS
LOOP
IF AUYE. DEAD (A) EQ 1 RETURN
ELSE "GO THROUGH ENTIRE LOOPu
IF FIP(A) EQ l AND STEPS(A) LE 2
SCHEDIJLE A STEP. TIME(A) IN 30 UNITS
LET STEPS (A) = STEPS (AJ + l
RETIJRN
ELSE
. LET J = COLOR(A)
LET K = ABS.F(J~l)
LET STEPS(A) = STEPS(A) - 1
FOR EACH TAHK IN TAr!KS WITH COLOR(TAilK) = K, DO
IF ALIVE.DEAD(TANK) EQ 1 GO TO LOOP
ELSE CALL LOOK(A,TANK} YIELDING LOSE
rF LOSE EQ l
CALL CARDIO(A,TMlK) YIELDING DET.Tif.1E
SCHEDULE A DETECT(A, TANK} IN DET. TIME UNITS
ALWAYS
'LOOP' LOOP
IF STEPS(A) GE 2 RETURtl
ELSE
SCHEDULE A STEP. TIME (A) Itl 30 Ul~ITS
LET STEPS(A) = STEPS(A} + l
RETURN
END

Line 1: The event has one explicit argument. In
tftis case it is a pointer variable for a TAtlK entity
which is stored in the variable A. At the appropriate stmulated time the event will be executed for
tli.e e.ntity A.
Lines 2 and 3: Explicit type declaration statements similar to FORTRAN are used to define the
mode of variables.
Line 4: This line initiates a loop which searches
through a set ca 11 ed TANKS causing ·the consequence
of the loop to apply only to those TANK'·s with a
RED color attribute.
Lines 5, 6, and 7: The consequence of the loop i'nstructs the program to stop the simulatfon if any
red force· tank reaches an x-coordinate of 1500 or
less.
Lines 8 and 9: If the entity (A) for which this
event was scheduled is dead, control is returned
to the event timer. Otherwise, the event routine
continues.

Lines 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14: If the entity (A)
currently has a firing event in progress and has
fewer than three STEP.TIME events scheduled,
another STEP.TIME event is scheduled for the entity
(A) and control is returned to the event timer.
Lines 15 and 16: The color attribute of each TANK,
indicated by the words RED or BLUE, is actually
stored as an integer 1 or 0. These lines set the
variable K to the opposite color of the entity for
which the event is being executed.
Line 17: This causes a decrement in the STEP.TIME
·event schedule counter.
·
Line 18: This initiates a loop similar to Line 4.
Line 19: If the particular TANK in the set TANKS
which is currently being accessed is dead, skip to
the end of the loop •
Line 20: If the opposing TAtlK is alive, call the
subroutine LOOK which returns the argument LOSE
(line-of-sight exists) as an integer 1 or 0 . .
Lines 21, 22~ and 23: If line-of-sight exists, call
the subroutine CARDIO which calculates a time to
detect for tank A on the TANK currently being accessed in the loop. A DETECT event is then scheduled
for tank A on TArlK in DET. TIME seconds from the
current simulated time.
Lines 24 and 25: Regardless of whether line-ofsight exists, continue through the loop and check
the next TArlK in TA!IKS.
Lines 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31: If two or more
STEP.TIME events are scheduled for tank A, return
control to the timer. Otherwise, schedule another
STEP.TIME event for tank A in 30 seconds and increment the STEP. TIME event schedule counter. ·
Control is then returned to the timer.
Modular Functions for the STAR Model
Terrain
A continuous macro-terrain representation is provided through the use of bivariate normal distribution functions. The benefits of this representation over classical digitized terrain are as
follows:
Line-of-sight computations are made directly
from mathematical relationships as opposed to the
time-consuming iterative process required with
digital terrain.

1.

2. Mobility i.s truly continuous as opposed to
piecewise linear techniques used for digitized
terrain models.
3. Terrain can be considered as a parameter of the
combined arms analysis as opposed to a given. For
example, what are the specific terrain characteristics which favor a light, agile vehicle over a
slower, heavier vehicle?
4. By appropriate selection of input parameters,
any real section of terrain can be closely approximated by the parametric terrain model.
5. Any size terrain sector can be easily generated which forms the basis for the hierarchical
model structure described in a subsequent section.
6." A dynamic smoke module has been developed and
operated in the parametric terrain model.
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Thresholds per radio type (I/S).

Target Acquisition
Acqui.sition of ground direct fire units is based on
a time-to-detect computation. For· visual detectioh, a detection time probability model is used
base.d on the assumecj negative exponentially distributed detection times. The detection rate
function, A(t), is related to variables which
describe the "physical conditions" for each target-observer combination during small time intervals in the simulation.
Each element in a unit may be given search responsiDiltty for a specified sector of the terrain.
The size of the search sector assigned to each
element. will depend on the antl'dpated threat direction and the unit~s formation. In ·some cases
we mtght even f>e concerned with search by an
indi:vi:qual over a ful 1 360 degrees. In the absence of a stimulus (such as target firing, intelligence communtcattons, or unit tactics} the
·observer employs a Cardioid probabi:ltty density
function search procedure·oriented along the observerts principal observation'qirection. The
Cardioid di:stribution is divided into k search
sectors.th:An assotiated probability of searching
in the k- sector, P , during a time interval
(0,t} is determined. kThus, the probabf~ity of detecting a target located within the k- interval
duri:ng (0, t} is given by
pk(t)

=1 -

exp(- Pk At).

The determination of ti.me.. to-detect for various
sensor systems (such as the tank thermal sight}
involves a different compu~atipn for A than
for tfi.e visual .deteetion· (especially in a battlefield smoke environment}. Investig·ations are
currently underway to determine appropriate computattona 1 procedures for A for these cases.
Coninunications
A Battalion Conmunication Model is currently under
development which will incorporate EW considerations. The model contains the following essential
elements:
Realistic propagation model.
Incomplete transmission detection and
retransmission.
·
Frequency change effects.
Play of type message traffic.
F!lay of.r.ed in.tereept, MX'f.R location,
jarrrning.
Play of dead

s~ace.

·

The methodology of the model has the following
features:
Propagation model based on Longley Rice
equa ti.ans .
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Assessment of time penalties for retransmissions·. ·
Generation of tactical traffic over nets.
Thresholds per radio type (J/S).
Tactical placement of red EW equipment.
Full implementation of the model depends on voice
message traffic time data and a specification of
Soviet doctrinal rn operations and performance
standards.
Target Selection
A significant research effort is underway to develop
target selection criteria based on firer-target
systems, remaining ammunition by type, firer current activity, anticipated resupply, target range,
aspect, speed, cover/concealment, firing.activity,
and sector location. This effort involves the presentation of a large number of situations to a
cross-section of Army personnel. Each individual
will specify a criticality index and a fire/nofire decis.ion for each situation. Correlation/ regressi.on analysis will then be us·ed to generate
target selection criteria. In all cases an override criteria dictatecj by unit leaders is incorporated into the target selection module.
Movement Routes
Movement routes for each element may be represented
either by equations or by a series of (x,y) coordinates, Routes will be described by a series of
(x, y) coordinates only when the use of equations
i.s ·cumbersome or not feas i b1e (such as i ndi vi dua 1
element movement within a defensive position). The
use of equations will allow truly continuous
movement along non-linear routes such as serpentines. The coefficients of the parametric equations may be determined based on the tactical
situation and terrain conditions.
Selection of alternative routes will be accomp~
lished within the simulation to the greatest extent
possible. Under certain conditions, however, it
may be necessary tp implement a "stop battle criteria" to allow a manual input of the route. For
example, it may not be possible to specify the total
criteria for a counterattack decision. In this
case criteria for a "stop battle" event would be
specified (such as the enemy has closed to within
1200 meters of the friendly force). At this point,
the battle would be· stopped and the current situation displayed to a decisi.on-ma.ker,, who would then
decide on the appropriate course of action and
modify the data base accordingly.
Ground Mobility
Movement of individual elements along their designated route i.s computed over the. period of time
required by the. cattle situatfon. The distan~e

moved is determined as a function of current speed
and acceleration and acceleration/deceleration capabilities dictated by terrain and unit movement
tactics.
An important feature of STAR is that the element
position and motion parameters do not have to be
interpolated or extrapolated to satisfy a required
computation. For example, many models are based
on event times of fixed duration. It may well
happen that a target element for a given firing
event has been moved ahead in time beyond the time
at Which a round impact would occur. In this case
the element's posi:ti.on and movement parameters must
either be interpolated or merely use the current
values. This situation can lead to some erroneous
conclusions, especi9-lly for highly mobile vehicles
whose posture relative to the firer can alter significantly in a short period of time.
·oirect Fire
The. di:re.ct fJre. modules uti.li.ze. bias, dispersion
and lethality data available. from appropriate Army
agencies and fi:eld tests. Because. STAR determines
precisely' the target's location, aspect and movement parameters at both trigger pull and impact, a
high resolution determination of each shot is made
within the capability of the data base to support
the de.termi na ti'on.
The full range of kill types is represented, as
well as the de.termination of kill type as a function of target cover. The. mode.1 also has the
capability to _repre.se.nt various lethality arrays
as a function of the. remaining rounds configuration in the. ta·rget ve.htc le. This feature fs parri cul arly criti'cal to the 105/-120 mm Stowed Load
Study for the XM~1 •
··Artillery
The artillery module. for -the. STAR Brigade Level
Model_ gives a li,igh resolution repre.se.ntation of
direct support ftres, counter fires and tactical
fire direction. The. module plays oath Red and Blue
Artillery. The Blue Artillery consists of a direct
support 155 mm battalion, reinforcing artillery·and
general support artillery in support of the division's counter fire mission. Field Artillery
batteries and· forward observers are represented
within the simulation "terrain box" and are vulnerable to enemy fires. Movement of arti 11 ery from
primary to alternate positions i's played. Red
Artillery is represented in a similar fashion, altered as necessary to conform to hardware~ organizational and doctrinal differences between U. S.
and Soviet forces. Discussion in this paper is
limited to Blue Artillery only.
Two major submodules extend artillery contol across
the brigade area. Each battali.on fire direction
center submodule exercises tactical fire direction
to its three batteries. The logic inc1udes decisions concerning the massing of fires, number of
volleys to fire, moving units and allocating firing
uni ts. The Di vision Arti 11 ery Tactical Operations
Center Submodule exercises control over counter
fires in the brigade area and determines what counter fire? are to be conducted against both enemy
artillery and enemy air defense.

The basic Field Artillery System is the battery.
This building block of the module consists of
three forward observers, a fire direction center,
a firing battery and appropriate communications
nets. At this level target acquisition, target
engagement and damage assessment are represented
by activities in the simulation.
Forward-observers acquire targets and are located
in vehicles in the vicinity of their respective
maneuver company commanders. Each observer is
·assigned a sector of responsibility which he scans
for targets. Given line-of-sight, forward observers detect enemy vehicles within visual range
according to a given probability distribution, and
a priority is then assigned each target or target
array. The factors considered in determining this
priority are the target's dist?-nce from the nearest
friendly element, the number of elements in the
target array and the hostile status (firing/not
firing).
The forward observer requests fires on his highest
priority target, given that the target is within
range of the firing battery. If the target is
stationary, the forward observer sends the fire direction center the target's current location. If
the target is moving, the forward observer estimates where the target will be at the time that the
rounds will land and sends that estimated future
location to the fire direction center. Each forward observer has access to one communications
net (a radio link with the fire direction center)
and tries to transmit the fire miss1on over that
net. Only one forward observer may use the communications net at any one time. Firing is done by
adjustment or by fire-for-effect as required. Once
a fire mission is completed, the fire direction
center takes the highest priority target from a
fire mission queue. This fire mission queue consists of fire missions that have been transmitted
over the communications net, have not been acted
upon and are still current. The times and acccuracies for target detection, communication, fire
dir~ction and firing battery procedures are modeled with probability distributions. These distributions have been derived to reflect 95%
confidence in satisfyin~ the appropriate Army Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP) criteria for a
category 1 unit.
Once the firing battery fires a volley during the
fire-for-effect phase of the mission, the damage
assessment routine is called into play. This routine giyes the damage inflicted by each round in
the volley on each target. In route to this damage level, the routine models the accuracy of the
target acquisition device, the mean point of impact of the volley, and the individual impact
location of each round in the volley. Each round
impact point is distributed bivariate normal with
parameters based on the weapon type, ammunition
type and range to target. All targets within the
forward observer's area of responsibility are examined to determine if any lie within certain radii
of the round's impact point. These radii are referred to as lethality rings. If a target lies
within a certain radius, it is assessed damage at
the appropriate level.
De pending on the -effect level determined above,
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appropriat~ attributes of the target will be
changed (i.e •• if a mobility kill is assessed on
an .enemy tank, the tank will not be. allowed to
move for the rest of the battle). Thi~ routine
is repeated for each round i.n the volley.

Air/Air Defense
The Air/Air Defense module will provide a model in
the combined arms environment to simulate ooth
fixed wing a.i.rcraft, h.e.licopters and air d~fense
weapon systems. Th.ese systems will oe in support
of comoat operations in the Covering Force Area
and Main Battle Area for both Red and Blue forces.
Air Weapons Systems p.layed wi:11 concentrate pri:marily on antharmor weapons sucn as Anti-tank
Gui.'ded Missi:les (ATGWs}. Botn tne COBRA gun snip
with TOW missile and the Advanced ~ttach Helicopter
with ElELLFIRE will 5e repres~n~ed. The Soviet
equivalent. the HiilD with its ATGM and any postu1ate.d fo 11 ow-on he1 icopte.r will oe speci:fi.cally
modeled. The. AI:O with ATGf~ and'Rockets, as we.11
as tli.e Sovie.t tacttca·1 aircra.ft equivalent, wtll
oe the primary fixed wing aircraft played.
Air Defense. Weapon Systems wil 1 tncl ude both guns
ar;td surface.-to ...a,i:r nrissi:le.s {.SAM}. Gun systems
played will include. tlie. U. S. Vulcan and.DI:VAD Gun
and the. Soviet ZSU ...23/4, 57/2. Mtssi'le Systems
wtll in.elude. O.oth Radar directed and Man Porta51e.
Air Defense Systems (}!ANPAD~sJ. U. S. Mi'ssi:le
Systems include. Re.de.ye (Stinger}• Chapa.rral (Roland}
and,. to the. extent tnat·it is necessary, Improved
Hawk (Patriot}. Tne. latter systems will oe played
in di.re.ct support of the. committed brigade. The
Soviet Systems will include the. SA~7, SA-8, SA~9
and .the.tr postulated replacements.
Target acquisition and selection for attacking aircraft will oe. similar to the ground-to.ground
functions. Ttme.-to ... de.tect will be computed as a
function of relative speed, range, target geometry
and ~f1¥stcal contrast. For ground ... to~air systems,
ta,rget acqui'sition will be. E>y either visual or
electronic means, with targ.et i:dentification represented as a de.lay in the. time-to.detect. Com·mand and control will be. .simulated through the use
of sector defenses within an integrated defense.
Aircraft movement wi11 be accomplished by preplanned alternative routes throughout the battle area
to designated' battle locations. Committment of
air assets may then be preplanned strikes or dynamic committmen:t as reserves using the preplanned
routes.
Air Defe.n$e Mo.vement wil 1 be. d1ctated by the movement scheme. of tne supported units. Tactical
positions will E>e prepljhned for each supported
unit~s tactical posi.tton.
Aircraft movement wtll be 5y fire•d.istance. equations. Both level flight and terrain-follow.fog
flight wtll be. possiOle for fixed-wi'ng aircraft.
Helicopters w111 use. Nap of the Earth (NOE}, level
flight or hove.ri:ng maneuvers.
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Botn the Air-to Ground and Ground-to-Air Firing
Modu·les will incorporate a high resplution representation of the ti.me relationships insuring that only
11
valid 11 engagements are eval.uated. Outcomes of
engqgements will be evaluated using probabilities
of hit and probabilities of kill given a hit.

TRAINING
Currently existing combat models were developed
primarily to e.va 1uate hardware alternatives. 'For
·thi's reason no satisfactory model exists which
directly represents training measures of performance (MOP) as they interact with the hardware to
·determine training me~sures of effectiveness (MOE).
To give a grossly oversimplified example, given a
million dollars to spend for training, is it more
effective to train tank crews to level A, artillery
c~ews to level B, or attack helicopter crews to
level C? This evaluation cannot be made at the
training f·10P level, but rather must be made in a
combi.ned arms model capable of determining approp. riate MOE values.
It is hypothesized that two basic parameters characterize the performance of combat personnel: the
time to perform a stated mission and the "accuracy"
of mission performance. An outline of the methodology which will be used to determine training
MOE's is given below. The basic concept throughout
is to model both the personne1 and hardware components of each battlefield system to provide a
common basis for MOE evaluation.
1• Define the missions to be performed by e.ach 11
battlefield system, using ARTEPS, "How to Fight
books, Field Manuals, etc., as the basic source
documents.
2.

Partition the missions into tasks such that the
of each task can be measured for both
personnel ·and hardware contributions. (This step
requires a careful analysis of the feasibility of
collecting quantitative data for each task.)
performanc~

3. Develop a total error budget model for each
system. This step involves a specification of
every component which contributes to system accur~
acy and identification of the error source (e.g.,
personnel, hardware, or a combination of the two).
4. Develop functional relationships ~etween components of the error budget .and the time to perform the mission task. This step is very complex
in that the functional relationships must consider
environmental, threat and force structure factors,
as well as those of the system itself.
5. Incorporate the results of steps 3. and 4•. in
STAR. Note that the· system MOP's developed above
enable each battlefield system to be described in
terms of both personnel and hardware performance.
6. Determine appropriate MOE's through executfon
of the model to evaluate the contribution of the

component MOP's (both personne1 and hardware).
7. Develop models to determine the training and
hardware development requirements and costs to
.. atta-in the 'Vadous 11 1evels of performance evaluated in step 6. above •
.8. Deve1op appropriate Cost/Effectiveness Ratios
(GER) to determine the optimal utilization of
training and hardware procurement resources.
SUMMARY
The mode1 development effort described in this
paper provides a new approach. for evaluation of
the many factors in the combined arms environment. The event and set structure of SIMSCRIPT,
coupled with the computational capabilities of
FORTRAII, provides a powerful tool for simulating
a very complex environment. It is anticipated
that the model will be used in several Army studies
in 1979, in addition to the XM .. 1 Stowed Load Study
descrtbed tn ·this paper.
·
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